CCTRT Program
23-28 June 2017

Venue:
Sandton Convention Centre
161 Maude St, Sandton
Johannesburg, 2196,
South Africa
Phone: +27 11 779 00 00

Venue Map: here
Meeting Guide: here
Meeting Schedule: here
Questions? Contact staff at cctrt-staff@icann.org

Saturday, 24 June 2017
Face-to-Face Meeting Day 1

Time: 09:00–17:00 CET | 07:00 –15:00 UTC | (timezone converter)
Meeting Room: Committee 2
Adobe Connect: https://participate.icann.org/jnb59-committeeroom2

Agenda:
09:00 – 09:10 Welcome, roll call, Statement of Interest updates and opening remarks: Jonathan Zuck
09:10 – 10:15 Presentation from SIDN on DNS Abuse Study Intermediary report: SIDN

10:15 - 10:30 Break
10:30 – 11:15 Discuss DNS Abuse Study Results and determine updates to report (as appropriate): All
11:15– 12:30 Review public comment received per recommendation (All-see assigned session leader(s))
   • Rec. 1: Chapter V. Data-Driven Analysis: Recommendations for Additional Data Collection and Analysis: Jonathan
   • Recs 2-8: Chapter VI. Competition: Stan
   • Recs 9-12: Chapter VII. Consumer Choice: Jordyn

12:30 - 13:15 Review Team Lunch
13:15 - 15:15 Review public comment received per recommendation – continued (All-see assigned session leader(s))
   • Recs 13-16: Chapter VIII. Consumer Trust: Laureen
   • Recs 17-42: Chapter IX. Safeguards: Laureen, Drew, David
Recs 42-50: Chapter X. Application and Evaluation Process of the New gTLD Program: Jonathan, Megan

Miscellaneous: Jonathan

15:15 - 15:30 Break

15:30 - 16:00 Determine updates needed to report (as appropriate) to address public comments: All

16:00 – 16:55 ICANN org Input meeting preparation

16:55 – 17:00 A.O.B. and review of day 2 agenda: Jonathan

Reading list & Session archives: here

Sessions are being archived and follow the ICANN Expected Standards of Behavior: http://www.icann.org/en/news/in-focus/accountability/expected-standards

The CCTRT Chair will refer to hands raised in the Adobe Connect room to build the queue.

Observers are welcome to attend the session in-person.

Sunday, 25 June 2017

Face-to-Face Meeting Day 2

Time: 09:00–18:30 CET | 07:00–16:30 UTC | (timezone converter)

Meeting Room: Committee 2

Adobe Connect: https://participate.icann.org/jnb59-committeeroom2

Agenda:

09:00 - 09:05 Debrief from day 1: Jonathan


10:15-10:30 Break

10:30 – 11:15 Determine updates needed to report (as appropriate) to address public comments: All

11:15 – 12:00 Discuss INTA Survey results and determine need for updates to report (as appropriate) : All

12:00 – 12:30 Discuss Parking Paper: Jordyn

12:30 - 13:15 Review Team Lunch

13:15 – 15:15 ICANN Board Caucus Group meeting preparation: All

15:15 - 15:30 Break

15:30 - 17:00 Roadmap to final report: Jonathan / ICANN Org

- Action items
- Next steps
Closing remarks

17:00 - 17:30 Break
17:30 – 18:30 Meeting with the ICANN Board Caucus Group

Reading list & Session archives: here

Sessions are being archived and follow the ICANN Expected Standards of Behavior: http://www.icann.org/en/news/in-focus/accountability/expected-standards

The CCTRT Chair will refer to hands raised in the Adobe Connect room to build the queue.

Observers are welcome to attend the session in-person.

Sessions of Interest

Monday, 26 June 2017

Registries Stakeholder Group Membership Meeting – CCT Chair Update
Time: 09:00 – 09:15 | 07:00 – 07:15 UTC | (timezone converter)
Meeting room: Ballroom 2 (GNSO)
Session details available here

GAC session on the CCT Review Update
Time: 14:00 – 14:30 | 12:00 – 12:30 UTC | (timezone converter)
Meeting room: Ballroom 1 (GAC)
Session details available here

Tuesday, 27 June 2017

Meeting with Registries Stakeholder Group
Time: 12:00 – 13:15 | 10:00 – 11:15
Meeting room: Pavilion S8

Cross Community Discussion: Geographic Names at the Top-Level Session 1
Time: 17:00 – 18:30 | 15:00 – 16:30 UTC | (timezone converter)
Meeting room: Bill Gallagher Room
Session details available here

Wednesday, 28 June 2017

GNSO – Not-for-Profit Operationnal Concerns Constituency (NPOC) – CCT Chair Update
Time: 10:30 – 12:00 | 08:30 – 10:00 UTC | (timezone converter)
Meeting room: Committee 4
Session details available here

ALAC & Regional Leaders Working Session – CCT Chair Update
Time: 14:00 – 14:30 | 12:00 – 12:30 UTC | (timezone converter)
Meeting room: Ballroom 4 (ALAC)
Session details available here

GNSO - Non-Commercial Users Constituency (NCUC) Policy Session – CCT Chair Update
Time: 18:00 – 18:30 | 16:00 – 16:30 UTC | (timezone converter)
Meeting room: Committee 4
Session details available here

Thursday, 29 June 2017

Cross Community Discussion: Geographic Names at the Top-Level Session 2
Meeting room: Ballroom 1 (GAC)
Session details available here